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1. Report by Chairman on Credentials. (E/PC/T/8)

The ChAIRMAN said he had examined, with the help of the

Vice President and the Legal Officer, the credentials presented

by representatives and had found them in order and adequate.

Credentials accepted.

2. Resolution convening a meetingto negotiate a Multilateral
Trade Agreement Embodying Tariff Concessions submitted by
the United

Agreed.

3. Resolutions concerning:

(a) The Ruport of the First Session of the Preparatory

Committee; (E/PC/T/28).

(b) The appointment of a Drafting Committee; (E/PC/T/29).

(c) A Second Session of the Preparatory committee;

(E/PC/T/25).

Agreed.
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4. Presentationand adoption cf Committee Reports and Resolutions.
(E/PC/T/16,30 23, t5,3,2 21S 6, 24 )

First Committee.

Dr. WUNSZ KING (China) drew attention to a necessary correction on

page 12 of his-Committee's Report: under paragraph 3 heading, in the

capital centre heading (THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL

CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT), delete the word "The Preparatory

Committee of".

He presented. the Report, drawing attention to the text, appended to

it, of a suggested chapter on employment, and to a Draft Resolution in

the body of the Report (page 12). on International action Relating to.

Employment. These texts and the Report itself had been unanimously

approved by the Committee.

Report adopted.

Second Committee.

Dr. COOMBS (Australia) presented-the Report of the Second Committee,

which was.adopted.

Third Committee.

Mr. GONZALEZ (Chile) presented the Report of the Third Committee,

which was adopted.

Fourth Committee.

Mr. HELMORE (United Kingdom) in presenting the Report of the

Fourth Committee, drew attention to the text of a Draft Resolution

(Page 1^).

Report adopted.

Mr. WYNDHAM-WHITE, Executive Secretary, presented the Report of

the Fifth Committee which was adopted.

Resolution regarding Industrial Development (E/PC/T/26).

Dr. COOMBS (Australia) moved this Resolution as Chairman of the

Joint Committee of the First and Second Committees.

Agreed.
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Resolution Relating to Inter-Governmental Consultation and Action on
Commodity problemsprior to establishment of the International Trade
Organization. (E/PC/T/24)

Mr. HELMORE (United Kingdom) moved this resolution.

Mr. WILCON (United States) moved an amendment (page 3). He

explained that the only change proposed was to request the Secretary-

General of the United Nations to appoint an Interim Coordinating

Committee for IntergovermentaI Commodity arrangements to perform this

function, with the Executive Secretary of the Preparatory Committee

as Chairman, a representative of the Food and Agriculture Organization to be

concerned with agricultural commodities, and a nominee of the Secretary-

General to be concerned with non-agricultural commodities. An identical

resolution was being moved by a representative of the United States

Government at the session of thc Special Commission of FAO now meeting

in Washington.

Mr. WYNDLHAM-WHITE, Executive Secretary, speaking as a representative

of the Economic Department of the United Nations and hence of the

Secretary-General, entered a reservation as to the interpretation of

the resolution. He did not desire to amend its form. He said that

the resolution should be interpreted in such a way as ta enable the

Secretary-General to carry out its spirit in such a manner as he might

deem to be constitutionally the most appropriate, Action of the kind

proposed might be more properly taken by the Economic and Social Council

itself on the motion of the Preparatory Committee than by executive

action of the Secretary-General on the motion of the Committee.

Mr. WlLCOX (United States) agreed entirely with the Executive

Secretary's interpretation.

Resolution, as amended, agreed to, subject to the interpretation

formulated by the Executive Secretary on behalf of the Secretary-General

of the United Nations.
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5. Final statements on the work of the First Session of the
Preparatory Committee

Statement by the Chairman

THE CHAIRMAN: The Committee of which I have the honour to be

Chairman, is on the point of finishing its first session. It owes

its origin to a resolution of the economic and Social Council of the

United Nations of 18 February 1946, which decided to call an Inter-

national Conference on Trade and Employment for the purpose of

promoting the expansion of production, exchange and consumption of

goods and, in preparation for the said Conference, "to constitute a

Preparatory Committee to elaborate an annotated Draft Agenda, including

a Draft Convention, for consideration by the Conference".

The Preparatoy Committee brought together the Delegations of

eighteen courtries, which were selected in such a way as to represent

the various groups of interests participating in world trade. The

Government of the USSR was unable to be represented at this session, but

we all hope that it will send a Delagation to the next session.

ït is only fair to say that if the decision of the Economic and

Social Council gave official sanction to the creation of our Committee,

this owes its existence primarily to the continuous and effective.

action of the United States and:British Goverments, who in November

1945, as an annex to the financial agreement which they concluded with

each other, proposed a number of principles for collective action to

afford to international trade the security which it requires and to

assure its development. After shoving that trade, production, employment

and consumption could not increase, unless there were agreement on the

principles governing trade, this document proposed first the elaboration

of a Charter laying down these principles, and secondly the setting up

of a special Organization, called in advance the ITO, which would enable

nations to co-ordinate their policy and which, further, would be
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responsible for supervising the working or the Charter and ensuring that

its rules were respected. The United States Government went further,

and elaborated a concrete Draft Charter whichwas submitted to the

various governments .

After proceeding to a general exchange of views, the Preparatory

Committee decided totake this draft as a basis for discussion. Our

work was considerably facilitated. by this; and it is impossible to

thank the Ùx;rir,;_ .Government enough for the effective assistance it

rendered us on thi; occasion.

The PreparatoryCommittee worked without interruption from 15

October onwards. After dividing into Committees according to the

general itemsof its agenda, it held on all problems submitted to it

far-reaching discussions which revealed both the high quality of the

experts sent by the various nations and a desire for sincere and open

collaboration. The Committee - and this is worth emphasizing - did not

work in a sealed chariber. It obtained all the collaboration which

seemed necessary to it and did not fail to make contact both with

the specialized inter-governmentalinstitutions, particularly the

International Monetary Fund, and with a certain number of extra-

governmental Organizations, such as the World Federation of Trade

Unions and the International Chamber of Commerce. We can only

congratulate ourselves on our relations with these Organizations.

Thanks to these efforts, this goodwilland this collaboration, the

Committee after six weeks has succeeded in drawing up a certain number

of concrete proposals and recommendations which I shall have the honour

oflRD8t J-;''. for you,followingthe order of the Committees.

The object of the First Committee was to consider problems of

employment. That wasan object of major importance, as Employment

appears in the title of the Conference on the same footing as Inter-

national Trade. The Charter of the suggested Charter dealing with this

problem has been considerably developed. It has been unanimously agreed
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that States should undertake concerted action for the attainment and

maintenance of full productive employment of their labour and of a high

and stable level of effective demand in their territory. It has also

been unanimously agreed that this action should not be left to the

discretion of the various government but should be made the object of

precise undertakings, for certain countries might experience difficulties

in assuming the obligations in the sphere of trade provided for by the

Charter, if other countries were not bound by the obligation to do all

in their power to maintain a high and stable level of effective demand.

But there is.a risk of individual action on the part of the various

States not being sufficient. The specialized international institutions

can, each within the framework of its respective duties, make a direct

contribution to the maintenance of the volumes of employment and the

stability of demand in the world. Therefore provision must be made for

an international body under whose sponsorship the various national

governments and specialized international institutions can collaborate

in co-ordinated action to maintain the volume of employment. The body

which scems most suitable for this task is the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations. A draft resolution in this sense is

annexed to the Report of the Committee.

Particular attention has been devoted to the problem of.the

industrialization and general economic development of new countries.

By reason of the repercussions it may have on world economy and

international trade, the Committee considered it necessary to have this

problem considered by a Special Committee and to insert a new Chapter

on it in the Draft Charter.

It has been unanimously agreed that the development of economic

resources in all parts of the world "will improve opportunities for

employment, enhance the productivity of labour, increase the demand for

goods and services, contribute to economic stability, expand international

trade, and raise levels of real income, thus strengthening the ties of

international understanding and accor;.
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It has been uiniu;oullj agreed that this general econo 1c de

development should be achieved not only through individualaction on the

part of each State, but through the collaboration of all States. Far

from opposing the advancement of countries whose resources are still in

an early stage of development, which might suggest a short-term policy,

the more advanced States should not prevent them from acquiringcapital,

raw materials, plant, modern technical means, specialized personnel and

competent technicians. For their part these Status should not take

measure prejudicial to the interests of the States assisting them.

Collaboration of the same order is necessary to facililtate the recovery

of countries whose economies have seriously suffered from the war.

Apart from this general assistance, special protective measures, which

may not conform to certain obligations of the Charter, will doubtless

have to be contemplated in order to facilitate, in agreement with the

ITO, the establishment or recovery of certain industries. The Committee

decided to continue consideration of this important problem with the

assistance and in conformity with the opinions of the Economic and

Social Council.

Committee II, which dealt with Commercial and Customs Policy, was

certainly faced with the most difficult task, by reason of the variety,

number and complexity of the problems laid before it. It had to lay

down, for all points ordinarily apearing in trade agreements or essential

for the exchange of goods, a body of equitable rules wnich would become

law in these matters. The text of the draft provided a very useful

basis for discussion in this connection. The drafting was revised at

numerous. points. In many cases the proposed modifications are technical

and do not alter the spirit of the Charter. Certain other modifications

are of wider airport. I have especially in mind the new draft proposed

for quantitative restrictions, which authorizes a wider use of these

practices especially to correct a disequilibriumin the balance of

payments; the modifications made are to take account of the recommedations

of the Joint Committee on Industrial Development.
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I also draw attention to the great importance of Article 18, by

which governments agree to open negotiations so as to succeed, by mutual

concessions, in reducing customs tariffs and in suppressing discriminatory

treatment. Should any State not abide by this agreement, it might be

deprived of the benefit of mutual concessions granted among other States.

According to the newwording of this Article, the consolidation of

customs tariffs effected by nations whose tariff is low will be considered

as equal to the reduction of a high customs tariff or to the elimination

of a preference. In this connection, the Committee has studied a

memorandum outlining the plan of these future negotiations and the

procedure to be followed in this report.

In this wide sphere agreement was reached on the most important

points. Discussion of others must be continued.

Committee III dealt with Restrictive Trade Practices. By this term

is meant, generally speaking, the operation of individual enterprises or

groups of enterprises acting jointly, which by fixing prices, limiting

the volume of production and distributing commodities, curb competition,

restrict access to markets or promote monopolistic controls. There were

differences of opinion on the manner in which these practices were to be

judged and the moment from which they might be considered injurious to

trade, but the Delegations unanimously agreed that insofar. as the practices

were contrary to the general purposes of the Charter they should be

avoided. Since it is impossible to determine precisely and in advance

which practices are reprehensible, the Committee decided that the ITO

should be empowered to hear complaints and to initiate inquiries.

Should it appear, after an inquiry that the complaint is justified, the

ITO will submit its finding to all the member States, asking them to

take action so as to prevent the continuation or the recurrence of

indictable practices, and should it deem this advisable it will

recommend appropriate measures. Each member State,

obviously, will act in accordance with its own legislation and
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procedure. The ITO, on the other hand, will pursue consideration of

this matter and, should the need arise, will call inter-government

conferences to deal with it.

Committee IV was instructed to consider and define general

policy relating to primary commodities in connection with the purposes

of the ITO. This work was carried out mainly with the co-operation of

the Food and agricultural Organization. It was unanimously admitted

that greater stability of the price of raw materials and of real income

would greatly help to maintain a satisfactory level of international trade

and employment. Hence the Committee recommends the establishment of

Study Groups wherever difficulties may arise or threaten the marketing

of a primary commodity. Should normal means not right the situation,

inter-governmental agreements governingexport, imports, production or

prices, based on the findings of a Conference which would have considered

every aspect of the problem, might be reached under the auspices of the

ITO. . The rules to be followed are set out at length in the Report of

the Committee and in the attached documents.

The Committee has reached full agreement on most of these points.

Acertain number of themwere subject to reservations, and these will be

considered later.

Committee V was entrusted. with the complex task of determining

the status of the new ITO, of defining its competence and powers, and

of outlining the scope of its future activities. The results achieved,

though incomplete, are noteworthy, since an agreement on principle dealing

with a draft Charter of the Organization was reached.. Various matters,

however, still remain pending; they include the exact tabulation

of the purposes of the ITO, the number and determination of the special

duties of various Committees, and the serious problem of voting within

the Executive Board and the Conference. With reference to this-last

question,- the finding of a formula of agreement capable of reconciling
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the principle of the equality of all nations vilth the necessity of

ensuring the effective and fruitful zÀctivlty of the ITO 'ill devolve.

on the representatives of tihe countries at their Second Heeting.

Finally, the various principles of the Charttr will have to,be

harmonized ;Lith a viu;' particularly tc 'defining the internal power

of the ITC of deciding disputes and settling differences; betiaen

countries with rGference te external solutions, such as arbitration

and appeal to the Internatizn;i C:urt of Justice.

It is obviou3iy difficult at the present time to submit a final

Report on our work, since, as I have said, it is not yet completed.

To be sure, in order ts reach agreement the basic text has had to be

made more flexible;and the regul;-tions less rigid, particularly in

matters concerning trade policy proper. Docs this imply recession?

I do not think sD. The rules of trade policy must not be regarded as an

end in thcmnelves burt as a means of achieving a higher aim, the

development of worla economic prosperity. It is certain that great

progress has been made along these lines by concrete proposals

concerning employment, the development cf ne.r countries and assistance

te be rendered te countries .fiected by the war. In general, the

scope of economic collaboration is èxtunded by the re-adjustments

proposed by the Committee, and this Icannot but assist in the attainment

of the airen pursued by us al1.

Our rrork, as it stands, -rill be considered in thle course of a

second meeting. w-hich will take place in Ceneva. on 8 ;.pril 1947'. In the

interval, questions left in abeyance arid on which a reremnt has not been

reached, -;rill have time te mature. The Goverrnrents --till then be able te

discuss thom anew and, in the light of further consideration, propose

now solutions.

The work of the second i-eeting -zi"i be greatly facilitated by that of

a Drafting Committee which wil meet on 20 Jawnary and vil1 draw up draft

texts for .clauses here agreement ;has bee-. reached -and prepare

alternative texts for all the others.
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iioreover, it is hoped that during this second meeting the Ieîiber

States of the Interim Drafting Cooiwittee, in accordance with the proposal

of the United States Government which v.as approved by thu Cocmnittee, will

open negotiations to reduce tariff barricrs and juppr=i di3criiination.

This wvill be the most important attempt ever imadc- in this field and, if

successful, vill being about stabilization of thz- tariff status relating

to trade among the principal economic powers of tht vrorld. Such a move

would supplement the Charter, rendering it practical and giving full

scope to its povrers.

After the Second Mecting, the Comziiittee wrill have cleared thc way

for the International Conference on Trade and Employment, -which will givc

its work a dekfiritive form. Àany events vwill take place between novr and

then, and soma of our plans uvilJ doubtless undergo change. Already,

however, vwe have achieved this result: the important oconcmic Powers,

convinced that sterile struggle is useless, have detoriained to co-operate

in creating a prosperous and happy vrorld.

Statements of Delegations

Australia

Dr. COOMEYS (Australia): Mr. Chairman, Miabers of the Co0 ittee

may recall that in the opening statement which I aade to this'Coaûmittee

on behalf of the Australian Ielegation, I outlined firve basic principles

which it seemed to us should be cnbodied in the work of this Conforence.

They may recall also that the statcuuent of those five principles followed

a stateuent by the leader of the United States Delegation also of five

principles which his Delegation believed fundamental. They were different,

at least in emphasis, and to a considerable degree in content. I "am very

happy -to say that the Australian Delegation feels that the five principles

upon which our approach to this question ras based arc in fact e'abodied
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in the work of the Conference, and I am also pleased to say that I

believe it has been possible to achieve that result without impairing to

any significant extent the five principles stated by the United States

Delegation; that I believe may well be the experience of other

delegations.

This is, I consider, an achieivement of considerable inmportancz-.

Out uf thia Conference has Cqxne a set of Ronorts in which the. area of

areoment i3 so 1arg:e as to 'be dul enouLeh to delight !-iIr. VIILCOX's 1c-art'

I *.vould like tu say, however, that, dull as the result =nay be in its

absence of dissension, the process of arriving at it has tu rie and to my

delegation been one of the most exciting experiences we have had. Twice

in our generation the world has `ben plunie-J. into catastrophe, once in

the depression and onc* in the -war, by forces vrhich to, ordinary people

appeared as irrational and -as unpredictable and beyond hurnan control as

the catastrophes of nature. Those tr iiin-or catastrophes a.re not

unrelated. There is no doubt in our inincls that thu sue$s of the wv-ar viere

sovn in the depression, and that th,_ future pe:±ce of' the world ddopends

upin our capacity to build a wcrld which is ecnomically sane and which

is progressing steadily towards butter.sttandardo of life and Ureatcr

justice.

Since those catastrophes I believe real progress has been made, to

a greater extent than L'ver before, particularly *ithin the field of

individual economies. The economic setting in which men and women must

live their liv>-s is becomingg matter within human control. To me this

Conference is important because it continuts that process, and continues

it in a field vrhere most progress is necessvxry - in thy international

fiuld. I believe we have participated here in one of the many battles in

the long struggle of hum-n 1noiawlekge and hu3nan co-operation against

ignorance, prejudice r.>xia fatalisin. Wie have contributed,-I fee]. sure,

to the development of a world in which the lives and happiness of

ordinary people will no longer be at the mercy uf blind economic forces,
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but will be such that the conditions of life will be; within the capacity

of man to determine, subject only to the limits set by the resources of

nature and the capacity of human knowlkdie and labour.

The task of achieving this vwill not be easy. Our ignorance is

very great and the problli;i complex. There is no doubt that vwe shall

make mistakes, possibly tragic ones, but our feet are on the road and

thibre is hope ahead. For me and for iy delegation I would, say that it

ha" been a privilege to be associated in talking thes2 first steps.

Belgium-Luxenibouriy

Mr. iKRCHO.VE (Belium): The Ielgo-Luxembourg Delegation notes

with satisfaction thit its desire to offtDr constructive co-operation in

the «ork sf the Preparatory Coonaittee of the Conference on Trade an&

Employment has been most symnpathetically received. by the other

delegations. We may v'ell .ape that there will result from our viork an

instrument of multilateral contact, all-embracing and effective, worthy

of ultimate acceptance by all nations. The Belgo-Luxembourg Economio

Union long ago demonstrated its faith in inultilateral trade agreements

by the part it played before the war in the aLreements negotiated at

Oslo and Ouchy. That agreement of a group of economic Povrers, inspired

by an equal determination to forego policies of economic self-sufficiency

and to promote mutual trade, formed, as it vreil known, the first

experiment in the sort of agreement that has occupied us for the last

six weeks.

I should like to indicate, in the form of a short analysis of

the work of the five Committees, the extent and the significance of the

adherence of the Belgo-Luxembourg Delegation to the agreed texts.

Committee on Employznent

Before the viar the various employment policies were mainly social

in character and operated within the national framework. I am not

engaging_ in criticism or controversy when I state that the attempts at a

solution, and the remedies proposed and applied, wvere incapable of

curing the ill.
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Today within thc Proparatory Comrnittco a .id-r, justor and noro

objective viomv prevails. Pull criplovrWnt appears as a consummation,

no longer tc b. regarded as a result Of cconomilic prosperity, but rather

as one of its detnc-iningp factors. It thus dcrnands from thosc in

authority in every country the broa.c-t and most intelligent consideration.

The Conferenco has airand further. It .-ishds to transpose the

question onto tne only plane on ;à-hich a solution is possible, the only

plane on vhich a solution can be foLmd consonant *-ith thc prosperity

of individual countries as ;lell as ;-ith that of the uhoole international

economic coinrnunity. Indeed, ';hether in young countries or in countries

already industriaJ.ly developed, it is no:r clear that full cnploymont can

only bc realized if the efcQtive worldd demand incroascs stuadily,,and if

the various long or short-terjn economic policies are, co-oxrdinatod in a

practical, manner.

Tho Belgo-Luxembourg rconorîic Union is fully awarea taat approval of

the aims of the Coinr.Littee on Umployment L.must not and cannot be lizwitcd

to an agrwc-uent *.ith the dr.Vt but must include, the det,-rrîTnation to

co-operate continually in the undertakiig. Howrevor, the ECconomnic Union

hasrmade a point of w-arning the Corsuiittue against thj dangers that v-uld

arise from too precise undertakings that cotild not bd fulfilled. How-ovor

muactve may co-ordinatc- our efforts, it is izj.robablc that wc shall bu

able to suppress entirely the alte:nat.on of periods o? prosperity .nd

well-being viith periods of depression or smaller effec4'Lvc dcu-.=d, and

the Comïiittee has acted vwisely in recomrmending. the governments concerned

to provide for these cycles by rc-selrvng, for times of crisis, a series

of measures designed to minimize the efects of a depression and to

lirnit its duration.

Joint Committee on Industrial .evelopment
The Belgian Delegatin vielconæes the introduction into the Charter

of a net; chapter dealing .-ith econoiaic development. The nations to- . ,r
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are engaged in a praiseworthy effort to diversify their economic

equipment, to provide their population vrith modern machinary or to

rebuild an econozny devasted by the vrar. They vill be concious of the

breadth of vision of the peoples vrho are prepared to help them by

facilitating the long-tern accomplishment or that task wvithin the

fracieivork of the Charter.

We are convinced that the young countries will inake reasonable

use of the system of privileges and exceptions which enablestheni to

limit the effect of international competition on their econorlies. In

our vie-w no country should make use ^f such a vicapon to try to evade

the obligations which result from world economic solidarity. We firmly

believe, on the contrary, that they .rill devote themselves, under the

vise guid nce of the ITO, to ensure by this nle:mns a hanmionious expansion

of world trade,by assigning to each country its share in the chain of

responsibilities, spread out over a period of time, for development

and utilization of the resources of the world. MIay the young countries

profit by the experience of countries like our orn, vihich have been

able to achieve a high degree of industrialization without closing their

doors to the trade of other nations. Filter tbro hundred years of

industrialization vie are qualified to state today that the industrial

development of a nation is as compatible with freedom of exchange as

it is with the acceptance of heavy responsibilities in the sphere of

international trade.

Committee II

Thp new dralt text proposed for Chapter IV deals -Èith general

commercial policy, particularly in thos e articless. relating to most-

favoured-nation treatment, tariff reductions the elimination of

preferences and quantitative restrictions, and the provisions relating

to urgent and unforeseen cases. This delegation is of the opinion that

the amendments made in the new text relative to these questions will

meet the many objections raised in the course of discussion. This
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Delegation is convinced that these alterations are calculated to strengthe

mutual confidence between zfembers as well as to create confidence in the

future International Organization. I- behoves them novw to give the

Charter full play in er.suring the expansion of world trade. This Delega-

tion expresses the hope that the negotiations arranged for the spring will

lead to the full realization of this objective thanks to substantial reduc-

tions in high tariff rates.

Generally sl;eakiing, the provisions of the Charter relating to

customs and allMed questions, as they were interpreted or amended by the

Committee, do not run counter teessential Belgian principles, nor to the

guiding principles oP the future Netherland.-Belgium-Luxembarg Customs

Union.. However, although agreement has bcun reached in many cases, on

other points, as vins tt, be expected, it has not been attained. As the

Articles appear at present, they are evidently inspired by a desire to

move towards freer conditions of trade. The Belgian Delegation is

pleased that in several cases it has been able to secure improvements

allowing the national system of control vrider soope than under the scheae

originally envisaged. When need arcse we did not hesitate te make express

reservations, but we are happy te say that on all main points we have been

able te agree.

At this point I should draw attention te the proposal, made on the

initiative of the French Delegation, that the ITO should take over the

international organization for customs tariffs at present working in

Belgium and give it a wider field of action, se that-there would be a

permanent office in Brussels responsible for the collection, analysis and

publication of the rules und regulations governing international trade, and

for the provision of comparative rulings on given points.

Committee III

Committee III has shown a spirit of great understanding in its

work; coupled with a unan.ious desire te work out a constructive draft.
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This draft is intended to prevent the efforts of the various States fo

achieve the aims of the Organization from being jeopardized by the

machinations of commercial enterprises which would take advantage of the

preponderant influence they might have gained over international commerce,
either individually or as a result of some agreement.

The agreement given unreservedly by the Belgian-Luxerabourg Delegation

to this principle also applies to tho suggested procedure, which, while

giving considerable power to the International Organization, at the sane

time entrusts the State concerned with the largest share in control

measures, investigations, decisions, and repressive measures, and is

designed to avoid all conflict with any national legislation.

Cor. ittee IV

The work of Committee IV has resulted in =n almost entirely new

-draft of Chapter IV of the Charter. The present text, --hich vath some

slight reservations has received the aLTnost unanimous approval of the

Delegations present, meets the main requirements of the Belgi.ri

Delegation, wbich is responsible for upholding cn the one hand the

interests of the home country, mainly a cons-,mer of prinar-y commodities,

and on the other hand the interests of the colonies, maLinly producers

of raw materials. A satisfactory balance has been achieved between

provisions intended to protect the consumer and the producer respectively;

Committee V

Considerable results have been achieved by the Committee for

-orgamzation. They have, in fact, drank up a draft constitution for the

new Organization. Several questions, however, have been left in abeyance.

I shabI merely mention the question of the voting procedure in the Emoutive

Board and in the Conference, in view of the particular Importance of this

matter a.d the impossibility of reconciling the opposing opinions. The

Belgian and Netherlands Delegations have suggested as a compromise that
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the principle of equal vote be adopted withinthe various committees

of the ITO and that permanent seats on the Executive Board be allotted

to tne econo:ac Powers that play a leading part in internatiorsl trade.

Furtnenaore, the Netherlands, Frenoh and Belgo-Luxemibou;g
Delegations have subni.tted to the Socretarat of this CoMmittee a

propOsal to mir.d Article 76 in such a anner a3 to widen the scope of

the provisions rclatinL to arbitration and to the corpetence of the

International Court of Ju3tice to intexpret and settle any disputes that

May arase.

The Bolgian Delagntion nopes #at tnesc proposals w;ll receive

careful consideration froa;u the Interas Dra. ting Comattee.

Subject then to some reservations on certain particular points,

the Belgo-Luxernbourg Delegation heartily concurs wath the texts which

are to be subzzatted to the Plenary Comattee. Nevertheless, at should

not be anferred frori thas general agreement vath the Draft Charter as

at vall be drav-n 'p an Ne-; York that we consider we are nearing the erd

of our task or arc withan saght of our goal. It as Obvious that mich

ground has stili to bc covered before the nopes arising from the

admirable lcad iaven by the government of the Uiaitod States and the

resolution of the Bconomic andl Social Council can a;prcauh realization,

Thms realization does not depend. even an the ma n on the Charter

itselif, its provisions, lts text or ats spirit. - It must arise out of

world public opinion and the. growing conviction of the tuty which has

developed on our generation to see that the principles of solidarty-

shall prevail over egoism both an the social faeld ana an the economic

fîeld proper. Wath thas end -n vaew at as axportant that propaganda,

both alert and skilful, should arouse interest an our woric an economic

circles an all countries, vinether represented at thms Conference or not,

so that -When the Charter finally cames intc force lts provisions pay be

known ana thear 2nterconnections fully realUzed. It must be truly
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considered, as its o.rn words so happily express, as a code of progress;

as a body of solanm undertakings inplyinE an irrevocable decision to

abandon the errors of the past; -as the will to cut short the r.iscries

of thc pros.nt; as the resolve to create, in the light of this double

exparir.int, !: new frareworkvrcorthy of that future which we all ardently

hope for and dc-sire.

Brazil

Mr. d1h SILV; (Brazil): The BraziliJon Delogttion car.c hore in a

spirit of hope and enthusiarsm for the task avraiting us, thc task, nearly,

of helping, in collaboration vith the other countries iânvitod by the

Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, .to lay the oconoriic

foundations of a lasting peace. 27..beginning had airoe.dy been r-.-dc by

the conclusion of mion--tay, financial and other a;rceents In the

course of the -;war.

The most important question still outstanding is no doubt the

regulation of international trad: that is tD say, tho elaboration

of an international stattutbry settlement for the Governwnt of the

world's trade after the uwar. Our main tesk in this connection must be

the study of the moans of freeing co¢z:rce from: the trainwels Created

either by Governments or by private monopolies. Tho expansion of

international trade is not, however, in itself an enl, but a zerans to

the truck ends - natrely, the improve-r»nt, equalzatk-. and1 stabilization

of the standard of living of the -orld's population.

For the practical attain=ent of these ends it ;as nocessary that we

should not confine ourselves to viorld tracda problera in the strictor sense

of the term. We were accordingly led to consider in a-ddition the

problem, of unemploynent, the problem of sto.bilization of ra. material

mnarets, and above all tht problems of the industrialization of less

highly-developed countries and of countries whose development has been

arrested or set back as a consequence of the w7ar.
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e are -ratified to note that the countries hore assembled have all

withoutt exception recognized the interdependence of these problems, and

the consequences resulting from the existence of profound differences in

the economic structure of the different countries. It is only right to

emphasized the importance of that consideration. It means that on the

one hand thu.rc'hau becn a more realistic conception of international

trade problzsas, whilee on the other hand a nur.bor of practical stops have

been discussed with a vievi to giving effect to that conception. Thorc

has been a readiness to e.ccep't, as in the interc-st of. all, .a policy f'

general economic collaboration of a tangible and continuous nature, over

and above thLv action taken under existing economic agreements between

nations. The ?inîal result of our labours vrill accordingly be an inter-

national statutory settlement which will.not be concerned solely vrith

the world1s trade but vrill also'regulatc international economic

collaboration in inany important fields.

It was not posRiblc, nor -ras it necessary, to arrive at dofinitivo

forrms. Six wecks are a very short tiLic for the, solution of so importa3w

a problem, and the Eoonomic and Social Council vory properly docidod, in

accordance *i-.th thie sulgestion of the Unitod States Covernmont, to

distribute the v..ork over two sessions of the Prcparatory Committeo and

one session of a Drafting Cor.Littee before swmmoning tho Plenary

International Conferenco,

Apart from the drafting of thc Chartcr, another task awaits us

at. our second gathering - namely, tariff nc-gotiations. That is a

.'practi-îal step which should inaugurate the new internatioM). econonie

policyy aven before thc adoption of its fundaméntal Charter. ..Te trust
that thesc negotiations will yield pasitivoretfl.ts,.*rithout excessive

delay, in spite of the novelty and the difficulties of the proposed.

procedure. They will do so, if in the course of the negotiations. the

-fundamental principles of our future Charter' are borne -in.mMind,

principles of f irness, justice, and recognition of the varying

reqUirements of the different countries.
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In taking leave of our colleagues of the other Delegations we

desire to thank them for the spirit of comprehension they have

displayed, which has facilitated the work of us all; .and we express a

wish that we may be able at our future meetings. to continue this

collaboration, which has had so satisfactory a beginning, in the

interest of our countries and of humanity.

Canada

Mr. ROBERTSON (Canada). Now that the conference is coming to

an end, I think it is possible for the real workers to look back over

their work of the past six weeks with considerable satisfaction. When

the conference opened, many felt that if it succeeded only. in

conducting a preliminary reconnaissance of the steps would have to be

taken before an International Trade Organization could be set up, it

would not have been a failuro. The problems to be solved were so

complex, and the economies of the various countries representated were

so diverse, that it seemed unreasonable to expect much greater progress than

than that. In the upshot, the main problems have been explored and a

wide area of preliminary agreement has been reached between delegations.

Our governments will now have before there agreed drafts of many articles

of a trade charter, and we turn over to the Interim Drafting Committee a

wealth of concrete proposals. Differences, of course, remain, but after

the thorough discussions which have taken place here it should be much

eaiser to compose them when the Committee meets at Geneva.

This wide measure of agreement on the official level appears all

the more gratifying .when account is taken of the varying economic situ-

ations in which the countries represented here find themselves. Some of

them have been devastated by the war; other. have escaped unravaged. Some

of them. are mature industrial economies, anxious to find expanded markets

for their manufacturers; other are under-developed industrially, and wish

to diversity and. incrrease their industrial production. Some of then

believe in wide schemes of Government ownership of industry; others put

more reliance on the initiative of private enterprise. Out of this diversity
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might well have come merely confusion of tongues and confusion of counsels.

That instead there has emerged such wide preliminary agreement is a tribute

to the good will and hard work of the Delegates. Even more, it is a con-

firmation of the fundamental attachment of the Governments represented

here to the purposes for which this Conference was called. Differences

remain over emphasis and methods; but all are agreed that Governments

must take concerted action to free the channels of trade and to maintain

a high and stable level of employment.

If we can create an institutional structure to outlaw those practices

which have had such a harmful effect on world trade in the past, and to

settle recurring commercial difficulties, we shall have done much to rid

the peoples of the world of the fear of insecurity, want and unenployment.

All countries are affected by changes in the volume and pattern of world

trade - my own country not least of all. We, must see to it that such

trade is expanded as much as possible. If goods can be made to pass

freely and in good volume through the arteries of international trade,

this lively current will ultimately have a tonic effect on the fortunes

and well-being of individuals all over the world.

For the success which has been achieved already, Mr. Chairman, the

Canadian Delegation feel that .you have been in no smaIl measure responsible.

Your experience and courtesy have been constantly at the -service of the

Conference and have helped it over many difficulties. We are also

indebted to the hospitality of the United Kingdom Government, which has-

done so much for the comfort and convenience of the Delegates. We would

like to pay a special tribute to the initiative of the United States

Delegation in presenting to the Conference. such a carefully prepared

Draft Charter for its consideration. No such rapid progress could have

been made if the Conference had not been able to take the United States

Draft as the basis for its discussions. The Canadian Delegation also

wishes to associate itself most completely with the appreciation already,

voiced of the services rendered by the International Secretariat.
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.e have made a good start. But much still remains to be

accomplished, and I am sure- that no one here is in danger of falling

into complacency. The Canadian Delegation take the preliminary

agreement which has been reached here as a good augury for final

success when we continue our work next year.

Chile

H.E. Mr. BIANCHI: The Chilean Delegation has followed with groat

satisfaction the deliberations of this Preparatory Confertnce on Trade

and Employment, during which the representatives of seventeen countries

have, with efficiency and entire frankness, exchanged points of view on

the many economic problems, the importance of which no one .will deny.

In accordance with the statement I made in one of the first Plenary

Sessions of this Conference, the Chilean Delegation has undeavoured to

co-operate in every possible way in the discussions which have taken

place, trying to make clear the situation of countries which, like our

own, are in the initial stages of economic development and which, for

this reason, have not yet been completely and efficiently absorbed into

international trade.

In general, our Delegation has been preoccupied with ensuring that

the Conference should give adequate consideration to the main object of

the future world Conference as set out by the Economic and Social Council

of the United Nations in its Resolution of 18 February last - namely the

increase of production and the exchange und consumption of goods - and not

merely limit itself to the study of how to eliminate present hindrances

to world trade. We have Tade clear that the elimination of any

qualitative or quantitative hindrances to international trade must be

alliedd with questions of productive capacity and balance of payments, as

.these obstacles, at least in Chile, arise out of necessity, and only when

such necessity is removed will it be possible to eliminate the obstacles

resulting therefrom. It is for this reason that the Chilean Delegation

proposed so earnestly the inclusion in the Charter of a Chapter
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on industrialization. The Chapter finally approved, while it does not

entirely satisfy us, is a great step forward, although we should have

preferred it to be more concise, and were in fact prepared to formulate

even more concrete proposals than those originally put forward. We

fully appreciate the immense difficulties in the way of reconciling the

rrany diverse points of view , on this matter, and arriving at an agreement

elastic enough to include them all and at the same time concise enough

to rake the agreement something more than a mere declaration of opinion.

.e hope that work will continue along these lines, and that shortly

the functions of the different organizations of economic co-operation

created by the United Nations will be brought into harmeny, enabling

them to carry out their tasks in an efficient and well co-ordinated

manner, In this way the causes which have obliged many countries to

adopt restrictive measures which hinder the free expansion of inter-.

national trade and the welfare of peoples would be removed.

with the object of ensuring frank and ample consideration of all

problems with which this Conference must deal, the Chilean Delegation

has also endeavoured to see that other questions, which might perhaps

be considered in greater detail or rore competently at other Conferences,

should not be forgotten, since they also are closely interwoven with the

main ratters dealt with by the present Conference. For example, the

problem of services: in the opinion of this Delegation the. general and

comprehensive terms embodied in certain Chapters of the American

Charter seer, more appropriate than the new proposals put forward by

other Delegations.

Another guiding principle of the Chilean Delegation has been.that-

the problems confronting the small nations as well as the great, should

be considered on a footing of absolute equality. The Delegation is

gratified to note that, among the exceptions to the mcst-favourec-nation

clause, the exceptions in force between neighbouring countries are
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recognized as being included. As a result Chile will be able to

negotiate the elimination of this exception from her agreements, as

other countries will do with similar exceptions.

Inspired by the same principle, our Delegation has not accepted new

proposals tending to alter the equality of voting within the International

Organization which may come into being from these deliberations. With

regard to Stata trading - a matter of some, importance to-day, when a

large number of enterprises are to a greater or less degree of that

type - the Chilean Delegation has clearly set out its view that such

enterprises should enjoy the same liberties and advantages as private

enterprises insofar as commercial considerations are concerned.

In view of the economic structure of our country and the nature

of our foreign trade which is similar to that of many other South

American countries, based as it is on the export of two or three primary

products, the Chilean Delegation has requested that consideration should

be given to the provision of a safe-guard with respect to the grave

proble n of the cost of raw materials.

With regard to the question of "f'ull employment", our Delegation

wishes to record its satisfaction that the principle of raising the

standard of livingof the wroking classes has been considered, a point

to which I had pleasure in referring at one of the inaugural meetings of

this Conference.

I remember that some days ago I agreed to speak for a few minutes

only, and so I will conclude by saying that I wish the Interim Drafting

Committee every success in the task entrusted to it, which will complete

the work commenced in London - work in whichh the spirit of collaboration

anirating all Delegations, and the most admirable sense of justice and

the dynamic personality of the President, M. MAX SUETENS, have played

the most important part.
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China

Mr. WUNSZ KING (China): The conclusion of our labours at this

stage marks a milestone on our long journey of the preparation of a

draft instrument for the future International Conference on Trade and

Employment. Nobody would expect that vie, of the seventeen different

economies should have no difficulty whatsoever in finding a common and

complex system of highway code applicable to different ways of traffic

and that we should reach our destination by one hop. Differences of

opinion, differences of emphasis, differences of approach, there were

bound to be. In spite of all these, however, a large measure of

agreement has been reached on a number of important issues.

We have realized that, to expand international trade, positive

measures are as important as, if not more important than, the negative

ones. We are all agreed that to maintain an all-round effective demand

for goods and services, industrial development, particularly in the less-

developed countries, will be as important a contribution as the promotion

of a full and productive employment policy and the elimination of trade

barriers. In giving effect to these principles, not only do we ow e to

our own people a great responsibility for material advancement, but we

owe to each other a mutual responsibility for promoting the general well-

being of the peoples of the world.

I am happy to say that in our deliberations we have placed équal

emphasis on individual measures, as well as on effective international

action for the promotion of an expanding world economy.

We have also recognized the imperative need. for making this code

of international commercial relations adaptable not only to the existing

economic structure, but alse to the future trends of economic development.

If we are of one mind as to the principles which we should like to

see applied to short-term as well as long-term problems, I venture to

hope that the success of the proposed International Trade Organization
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in the future is assured. I need not remind the Conference that we

are only called upon tu do the .preparatory work, which is of a

technical nature, and I think it is right to assume that what we have

discussed will have to be reviewed by our respective governments.

When we re-assemble next spring, inspired by the spirit which has been

manifested in this meeting and guided by the considered opinion of' sur

government and the public, we may be ready to find a common basis on

certain questions on which we have not been able to reach agreement,

or which we have had no time to discuss here in detail. What is more,

we shall then be able, I hope, to attempt a new international experiment

in tariff negotiations, which will certainly prove to be a complicated

task.

We of the Chinese Delelgation believe that in trade matters, as in

many other related matters, the success of bilateral or multilateral

discussions or negotiatians relating thereto can be made possible only

if an attempt is made to regulate these matters on the principle of

reciprocity and in a spirit of mutual helpfulness.

My remarks, however, will be incomplete if' I do not record our

sincere appreciation of the tact, sagacity and other outstanding qualities

with which our CHAIRMAN has guided us through the fruitful discussions

of a very complicated problem, We are equally grateful to all the

delegates, who have shown great understanding of each other's problems.

We are proud to have a highly able and competent Secretariat, under the

guidance of the Executive Secretary, whe have contributed in no small

measure to the results we have obtained. I think all my colleagues

will agree with me if I say how much we owe to the host Govermnent for

their kind hospitality. Last, but not least, I would add a word. of

appreciation for the services rendered by the interpreters.
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Cuba

Mr. G. de BLANCK (Cuba), The Cuban Delegation wishes to express

publicly its recognition of the competence and discretion with which the

Chairman of the Preparatory Committee and the Chairmen of the various

Committees and Sub-Committees which have carried out the work of this

Conference have discharged their respective tasks. Cuba also desires

to record, equally, its appreciation of the cordial oonduot and

collaboration with our Delegation on the part of eaoh and every one of

the Delegates and Advisers of the seventeen nations here represented.

And we do not wish to miss this opportunity of publicly expressing our

gratitude to the authcrities of the United Kingdom, to the officials in

London of the United Nations, and to other persons and organizations,

for the kindness and effioiency with which they have contributed to

making the time spent by our Delegation in this oiry an enjoyable occasion.

It can be said thot the work done here has been carried on in an

indisputable atmosphere of comprehension of the problems peculiar to each

country, and of collaboration toward the pertinent solution of those

problems, within the framework of the fundamental objective which has

brought us here together, that of drafting the constitution of an inter-

national organization which being above but not igncring the economic

peculiarities of eaoh country, will establish adequate regulations for an

extensive commercial intercourse between the nations of the world.

The Cuban Delegation appreciates with satiafactionthe fruits of our

labour and views with optimism the final objective which we all pursue.

In the course of our deliberations the solution of many problems of

fundamental importance for our ocuntry has been left pending, but in

the final documents which have been elaborated the solutions of many

other problems of importance for Cuba 's. economyhave been embodied.
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It has been a satisfaction to rr country to see that emphasis has

been given in the Charter to the problems of employment, International

trade is not an end in itself, but one of the means of showing, through

an expansion in its volume, theincrease of production and of the

opportunitice of employment in each country.

We have noted that what isimportant - in and - that theeconomy

of each country and the sum total ofworld economy may reflest the true

welfare of nations - is that the benefits of production and of wealth

shall b: shared to their maximum extent by those who work to securc them.

Cuba . has seen with satisfaction. that her earnest desire to establish

the general principle of raising the standards of living of the labouring

classes and of eliminating sub-standrard conditions of labour have been

incorporated in the Chapter on employment in the International Trade

Charter. It could not have been otherwise, for how could the democratic

nations here represented. be opposed to considering as an obligation for

the world what alrendy constitutes an obligation for their own peoples?

We have appreciated the capital importance, as part of the regulation

of international trade, of commodities being offered in the world. markets

free from the unfair competition of production by the exploitation of

human labour. The small number of reservations which a few Delegations

have made on this point have been due to doubts in regard to the

jurisdiction of the ITO in this aspect and not to opposition to the

general principle, which, to the satisfaction of our progrèssive

sentiments, has been unanimously accepted at this Conference.

The establishment of the ITO could not imply the frcezing of the

present economic position of the carious countries of the world.. Some

nations have fully attained their maturity in economic matters, but

many others are in the early stages of their development, The regulatory

principles of the ITO: could not be inflexibly same for ocurtries at different

economic levels. Our purpose could not be to stop the diversification of
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production in the world, but on the contrary to increae it to its maximum

in every corner of the globe. For this reason we can point to the

chapter in the Charter dealing with economic development as the most

important fruit of our work. It is an initial attempt, from the

international point of view, to grapple with the specific problems of

countries in the early stages of economic development, and consequently

could not be wholly successful. Much remains to be done in thismatter,

but it is only just to recognize that the Preparatory Committee has taken

the first steps toward the solution of this problem.

Nations which have attained full development can face the international

economy of free competition which we are trying to organize in conditions of

maturity such that, if we do not guarantee to those nations which have not

yet attained this condition of full maturity the use of the same means as

have been employed by the former in the course of their economic history,

the economy of the latter would be placed under a permanent handicap. The

intensification and diversification or their industries and agriculture is

the only means which they pussess of solving the problems of employment

and of incrcasing the purchasing power of their peoples. Such means do not

hinder but, or. the contrary, increase the possibilities of international

trade. Nations which have reached economic maturity should consider the

advisability of granting the countries which are in the early stages of

economic development a free hand to achieve this object.

The Cuban Delegation is pleased at the realistic and practical criteria

which the Preparatory Committee has applied to the problems emanating from

the existence of special commercial relations between various countries.,

Cuba reiterates her confidence in the final success of our labors,

and with specialinterest wishes. to record, in conclusion, its recognition

of the prompt and co-operative attitude of the Delegation of the United States

of America, in endeavouring to reach solutions of hanrony, for on it

shoulders have rested the greatest tasks of the Conference, since it was the
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Government of the United States who submitted to our consideration the

basic document for the work of the Conference.

Czechoslovakia

Mr. KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia), In the name of the Czechoslovak

Delegation I would first of all like to express our great appreciation of

the hospitality extended to us by the British Government. London once

again has proved to be on exceptionaly suitable place for difficult and

important international negotiations, where its atmosphere of balanced

compromise is so indispensable.

After some weeks of hard and serious work it sens to me that a

possible basis of international agreement is emerging .and we may hope

that after our projected second session in Geneva we shall be able to

present the Conference of all the United Nations with the draft of an

acceptable and workable instrument.

I think it emerged quite clearly in our discussions that it is not

possible, and that in any case it is too early, to be dogmatic about the

principles and methods which are likely to prove the most fruitful in

achieving that measure of economic collaboration which we all need and

desire in order to increase. the volume of world trade. Here I think it

is worth mentioning that the United States Delegation, after putting

forward definite proposals, approached our problems with an open mind and

in a spirit of conciliation.

Czechoslovakia is the only State from Central and Eastern Europe

taking part an these discussions, and in a way its needs and legitimate.

ambitions are typical of, even though not identical with, those of the

countries in that region of the world.

We shall leave the Conference with the feeling that if international

trade policies in the world have to be reduced to a code of law which is

to be enforced by sanctions, then full account must be taken of the

actual situation and problems of the nations which were not represented.
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We see all the difficulties of this task, especially in a period where

we all have to experiment with our own domestie economic problems, but

I should like here to emphasize that we have started in the right spirit,

and shall - provided that we continue in a sympathetic and realistic

fashion to try to dispose of the problem - in due course be able to evolve

a truly democratic and effective set of rules which wrill be in the interest

of all the democratio nations and of world peace.

We in Czechoslovakia have not practised in the past, nor do we intend

to practise in the future, economic nationalism nor protectionist policy.

My Government is therefore willing to contribute to the reduction and

gradual elimination of a number of trade barriers. We emphasize, however.

and shall go on doing so, that the ways and means by which this end is

achieved internationally should be chosen with due regard to the policy of

safeguarding full employment and raising the standard of living of the

different nations, especially bearing in mind the burning problems of

economic reconstruction in the countries exploited for long years by

,Nazi Germany.,

We should not therefore forget, for the sake of any theory, that our

main object is to increase the volume of international trade in order to

raise the standard of living of the large masse's of working people every-

where; consequently, we should not exclude methods which are appropriate

to serve this end so far as they are fair and not in contradiction to our

moral standards in the international field. So far as Czechoslovakia is

concerned, we feel that we have made our contribution in this session, and

we shall continue this co-operation assuming that-due regard is paid to

our problems of 'economic recovery.

We are grateful to have found on the part of all the Delegations'-

present here a great measure of understanding for our thesis that it is

a first duty to ourselves and to the international community to direct

all our efforts in this post-war period to overcoming the handicaps created.

by the war and Nazi exploitation. We have asked for, and to a great extent
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been accorded a transitional poriod for the convalescence of cur economy;

and now, in this public session, I should like to repeat that this

transitional period will be shorter or longer according to the degree

of understanding and the amount of help we receive from those States

which have not been occupied by the energy.

I feel that I cannot end without commenting on one point on which

we have been most insistent all through the session, and on which it has

been found advisable to postpone a decision. This is the relationship,

between the Members of the Organization and the countries outside it.

We believe that this is one of the most important problems and that on

the right solution of it depends to a very great extent the success of

our whole undertaking. I believe there is no doubt that the' width

cf the participation of the Meibers of the United Nations in the

International Trade Organization willbe the measure of the success

of our negotiations here and in Genava, as well as of that of the future

International Trade Organization itself. In preparing the Charter we

should never lose sight of this point. We submit that if, in preparing

'the Charter, due regard is paid to the different economic structures as

well as to the different degrees of economic development of the various

countries, this will Most effectively facilitate participation in the

Trade Organization by the largest number of countries.

We have found in this session that we have a common end in view: to

raise the standard of living of the working people everywhere through

increased and mutuallyy advantageous exchange of goods, and to consolidate

peace through economic collaboration. But to achieve it we must all. be

prepared to modify our policies and practices in the interest of

expanding world trade, in which we would all participate.

France

Mr. NATHAN (France): It is no doubt natural for one who has taken

part in the work of a Committee to be tempted to pass favourable judgment

thereon. However, I think no one will deny that we have all worked very.

hard. Indeed we should have been working too hard, if,after so much work,
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we had not worked to good affect. It behooves us, therefore, at the end

of this session, to ascertain whether we have .made effective progress in

the task with which we have been entrusted. The answer to that question

will enable us to measure the ground we have already covered, and to try

to measure how much remains.

In my view it is impossible not to draw a heartening impression from

the work of the Sub-Committee.'. I would say it is all the more heartening

since the Sub-Committees had to deal with specific and well-defined sub-

jects.

I do not want to review the work that led to satisfactory results.

As an illustration, I shall merely point out how remarkable it is that we

should be in a position to submit to our governments a text on steps to be

taken to prevent restrictive business practices, and that this text should

have been umanimously approved although at the outset of our discussion the

various countries seemed to be separated by fundamental differences of

opinion.

Once more, I do not want to dwell on particular points, for I am

convinced. that the Charter which we have to set up represents a whole, of

which the différent parts are interdependent, and therefore we have to

endeavour to prepare a balance-sheet of our discussions considered as a

whole.

It is thanks to the initiative of the United States that we are

gathered here. The intention of the American Government was not, only that

the intrinsic unity of the economic world should be affirned but aIso that

the. means should be defined whereby this unity, which in theory no one can

deny, might be established on a practicable basis.

It intended thereby to seek agreement that goods of a like nature,

wherever they may be produced, are in principle equivalent, and that no

distinction should be made between them except those of price and quality.

This meant that, on the one hand, considerations which might be attached to

goods on aacount of their place of origin, and which. might always be speci-

fically economide, would be excluded; and on the other hand, that- a machinery

should be set in motion, the working of which should be impeded .as little as

possible by problems not solely derived from production and consumption.
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M. ALPHAND, in a speech which he made at the oponing of our

discussions, showed that proposals such as those could not but meet,

in principle, with the warm support of Prance. I feel convinced that

in making these proposals the American Government was rightly conscious

of the faot that the world was awaiting them. May I be allowed to add

that the world has been waiting for then for a long; time and that their

introduction into the realm of practical policy would probably have been

casier had it been made twenty-.five years ago?

Since then financial insecurity, the lowering of those traditions

on which the activity of the nain markets -as built, and the war, with

its train of physical and moral suffering, have led. to the development

of factors which represent so many obstacles in thc creation of that

unity of which the world feels both the need and the reality, a reality

which, however, seems to slip from one's grasp, and a need which can

only be satisfied at the expense of exigencies which seen to arise almost

from day to day.

The work that has to be done in order to achieve the objective

which we have all set ourselves will be long, and the way we shall have

to follow to arrive at our goal is fraught -.ith difficulties born of the,

many different ills from which the world has had to surfer since the

end of the 1914-1918 war.

Be that as it may, the discussions .which have been goin- on for

the last month show that it is very difficult and probably impossible

to assume that the Charter which we have to draw up may fail to take

into account the very important differences arising from . the positions

of the various..Member States of the United Nations. Every

classification does no doubt involve a certain arbitrariness and

must necessarily be revised in the not too distant future.
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It appears to me, however, that from our point of view there are at

least three categories of States. First there are those which have

reached an advanced stage of economic development and which at the same

time enjoy a balance of payments showing a surplus which might be

described as organic. Secondly there are those States whose economic

development has not, for varying reasons, reached the same degree of

advancement and perfection, and whose balance of payments, although

more or less stable, seems to be on a level which cannot be considered

satisfactory. Lastly, there are those countries whose economic develop-

ment has not in the recent past appeared satisfactory, but who have to

take up anew a task which for varying reasons has been interrupted -

reasons which have led to disturbances of a greater or lesser degree

and deeply affected their balance of payments.

On the first category there is nothing to be said. We agree with

very many other nations in thinking that nothin- is more important in

the development of international, exchange than the effort to develop

resources in manpower and raw material in those countries whose economic

life has fallen behind those of other States which have hitherto been in

a better position to make full use of their natural resources and human

ingenuity.

It-was an effort of this kind that led to the improvement in the

standards of living in the nineteenth century. The desire for full

employment urges us to improve on this effort of the nineteenth century

and to renew it with other methods. That, however, is a very long task

which will necessitate the co-operation of all concerned, and above all

of countries of the third category as well as those of the first.

I may be allowed to observe that, for those States who have to make

up for a limited delay in their economic development by a very great

effort, this work will have the effect of restoring their balance of
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payments. They seek only to revert as quickly as possibly to a livelihood

which will be ensured by the sale of goods necessary to the remainder of

the world and by their ability to produce capital. The fact that they

have at their disposal an industrial, agricultural and economic background

of long tradition, technicians immediately available for tne work that

they are called upon to do, and highly- skilled labour, should enable them

to brng active assistance to thecollective effort within a very short

time.

I do not believe we should think that we are renounoing universal

principles because we are at the same ti. ie recognizing the existencé of

particular situations, each giving rise to duties as well as to privileges

and no two exactly alike, Concern for the universal principles should

lead us to judge these particular situations objectively and to determine,

as it were from an impersonal standpoint, what precisely are the privileges

and duties that they involve. There can be no doubt that the effect of

our discussions nas been to amend in this sense the text which was

prepared before we met.

Do the new texts take sufficient account of the diversity of

these situations? Do they already possess suffiicient elasticity to

allow autonomous economic developments within the comnon structure?

Only after careful examination can we make such a statement. I believe

I may say that thanks to the breadth of vision of those who were

responsible for the drafting of the-original text, a great step forward has

been made. It would perhaps be well if the diversity ofthese situations

were more explicity recognized, and if it were stated at the sane time,

in a manner leaving no room for doubt, that our objective is a common one

and that though each country may only be able to move towards it at its

own-pace, at least the direction should be the same for all.
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For my own part I believe that although it is indeed important,

as I have just explained, that individual situations be taken into account,

there can be no lasting improvement unless those benefitting by exceptional

treatment, however justified, are prepared to accept the automatic control

that would be exorcised by foreign competition in their home markets. I am

convinced that there is rio country that has not more to gain than to lose

by taking an increased part in international trade.

On the other land, it is certainly of the utmost importance that

steps should be taken to prevent customs frontiers from becoming fixed

in their present shape. The enlarging of customs territories must lead

to acceleration and multiplication of trade relations. If we are to

promote these, we must -.thorize the intermediate measures which will

facilitate them. I am happy. to see that provisions inspired by these

requirements have been introduced into the Draft Convention, even though

only in a somewhat tiLid fashion.

There is another point to which I should now like to draw your atten-

tion. If it be adritted that, above all at the time of the entry into

force of the Charter, elasticity should be the rule and thé greatest pos-

sible account should be taken of individual circumstances, then it is

essential that the Organization itself should be in a position to institute

such-enquiries as will enable it to assess the irreducible essence of these

circumstances. This is what makes the Charter of the Organisation a atter

of particular urgency.

I believe that valuable experience in this matter has already been

gained in these discussions. It is absolutely indispensable that the

measures to which we shall have recourse shall receive the complete

adherence of the public opinion of all the Member States. To this end it

is essential that the reasons leading to the adoption of thee methods, and

those which may result in the recognition of certain exceptions, should

be the subject of the most public discussion. I think you will agree
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With me when. I say that we do not know one another well enough. A great

English political writer stated in a famous book that no Farliamentary

government was possible in a country where in every department it was

saidof the next. "I don't know anything about it except that 'that is

where the beggars come from". 'l'iis idea is as true as it is profound

I believe it would be as exact if the sentence were changed to run as

follows: "I don't know; anything about the next department, except that it

is Where the police come from".

It is therefore necessary, if the International Trade Organization

is to yield all the results we have the right to expect from it, that

each Member country should know that no other Member country is playing

the part either of the beggar or of the policeman. Only public discussion

can produce this result, I believe also that we. must add the concept

of perfect equality between Member States, which is saying in effect that,

subject to reconsideration, it seems to me desirable in the present

stage of our discussions to assume that in the Conference Of the ITO

each state will have a single vote, But when economic machinery is to be

set in motion, nothing is more important than to ensure oontinuity of

policy and to give the States which play the predominant part in world

trade a true sense of their responsibilities. For this reason it seems

to me that provision should be made for permanent scats on the Executive

Board of the Organisation. There is no doubt that under any regime -

and this applies both to home and to foreign policy - trade is directly

affected by politics. This influence will be brought to bear in a

thousand ways, some brutal, some so subtle as to be almost imperceptible.

It is to be wondried whether it would be advisable to go on increasing

this influence. In any case, we believe that in determining the

relationship between the ITO and the wider and less specialized agencies,

the fact should be borne in mind that this .influence wall always make

itself felt whatever steps are taken.
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In the -initial stage, however, what will be the duties of the

Organization? It will see that eachMember State is provided with

indispensable ínformation regarding, the position and needs of all other

Member States. This information and the conclusions drawm from it will

be the subject of discussion. That is the very basis of a sort of

parliamentary system, of a parliament whose duties willconsistinmaking

recommendations rather than in enacting laws. Does that mean that the ITO

must be powerless? I do not think so. If its authority, however, is

to appear justified and based on reality, decisions which one or aeveral

Member States might sanction or condemn should, in a sphere where laws can

only be enacted gradually and probably very slowly, express the opinion

of a body set up in such a way as to eliminate the possibility of anyone

thinking that the grounds of such pronouncements conceal certain interests,

whether these be of national concern to certain Member States or result

from the achievement of a majority by more or less stable combinations.

To sum up, it is in my opinion essential to crown the structure with

a supreme court which , taking into account the intentions upon which the

ITO is based, would render de facto rather than de jure decisions.

Drawing inspiration from a recent speech of Her Majusty the Queen of

England, I shall. say that if the supremacy of the law is to be recognised,

than the law must be the servant and not the tyrant of society.

It would seem that what is known as Common Law in Great Britain owes

its efficacy and authority to a combination of the influence of customs

and the recognition of the principle that adaptations are necessary.

That is an example which it would be well to ponder.-

I do not propose, of course, to give an outline here co what the ITO

should be. I only wish to draw, attention to the complexity which will

be required in this Organization. Most of the processes of economic life

used to consist of a more or less unconscious groping towards a state of

balance, never clearly defined. Now these adjustments which came about



gradually and wero justified or invalidated, but always corrected, in the

course of time, are to be replaced by institutions empowered to apply

those methods which we are attempting to make clear. The passage from

reflex action to voluntary action offers grave risks and calls for

great precautions. For my part I think that the reflex actions which

have: taken place in the last twenty-five years - that is to say in a

time of poverty and uncertainty - should at least be corrected, and that

this cannot be done unless they are submitted to the light of

consciousness. That is why I consider the lead given by the United

States so opportune.

I do not wish to close without reiterating my faith in world unity,

and in the possibility of a wide measure of international agreement and

co-operation. Often, in reading the Draft Charter or in listening to

our American colleagues, I have found itself thinking that they were

inspired. by a concern for logic which is more usually considered French;

and I have felt that the appeals to empiricism made by my colleagues of

the French Delegation and myself, and the thesis which we have sustained

that account must be taken of aIl situations, as well as those which have

been lost for the moment as those which have been gained, could quite

well have been inspired by that prudence which is generally ascribed

to the Anglo-Saxons. This shows clearly that we are on common ground

which our discussions have largely contributed to define, and that we

are now far better equipped to start building, than .we were a month ago.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.


